
Foreword

Don’t worry. We will soon like these equations.
Once at a lecture.

From the MFTI newspaper “For science” as of March 27th, 1987

After such an epigraph, a popular warning that Stephen Hawking had once given, springs
to mind: “For every equation in the book, the readership would be halved.” The authors
understand a certain validity of such a statement. However, the subject of this book,
given the nature of the problems considered, and the traditions of their presentation in
the scientific literature, excludes any possibility to forego most of the equations.

The book considers a wide range of classical acoustic wave problems using the ideal
compressible fluid model. The large majority of the presented problems belong to the
harmonic, or monochromatic, waves. However, the book also presents the problems, the
solution of which practically realizes the potential for the construction of unsteady wave
fields using effective solutions for the harmonic case.

The major idea that inspired the authors in their work has been discussed for a long
time and has been used in one form or another in mathematical physics. To date, a rather
large set of solutions of boundary problems for vector and scalar wave problems in so-
called canonical domains has been accumulated. Such canonical domains are for instance
domains with boundaries defined by the same family coordinate surfaces in spherical,
Cartesian, cylindrical, spheroidal coordinate systems. The essence of the proposed idea is
to build analytical forms for solving boundary problems in rather complex, non-canonical
domains, based on the results of the analytical solution of the boundary problems for
canonical domains.

In the book, the focus is on construction an impeccable analytical solution for the
boundary problem in such complex non-canonical domains. In this case, the concept of
the general solution of the boundary problemformulated based on the analysis of classi-
cal problems plays a crucial role. An important part of constructing solutions of classical
problems lies in using expression of desired functions that easily fit the boundary condi-
tions. These expressions contain integrals and infinite series with unknown coefficients.
Using the expressions in boundary conditions give rise to functional equations. These
equations are easily solved with the use of the properties of completeness and orthogo-
nality of the functions in the expressions. It is important that the shape of such expres-
sions is independent of the boundary conditions. Changing them only leads to a change
in the values of series coefficients or of the densities of integral representations. An ex-
pression that has such properties for a given non-canonical domain we call the general
solution of the boundary problem.

The expressions contain integrals and infinite series with unknown coefficients. With
their use of the boundary conditions give rise to functional equations. These equations
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are easily solved with the use of the properties of completeness and orthogonality of
the functions in the expressions. It is important that the shape of such expressions is
independent of the boundary conditions. Changing the boundary conditions leads only to
changes in the values of the unknown coefficients. An expression that has such properties
for a given non-canonical domain we call the general solution of the boundary problem.

The components of the general solutions of problems presented in the book are par-
ticular solutions of the Helmholtz equation in Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordi-
nates. It turned out that by using these solutions it is possible to obtain general solutions
for a great number of new boundary problems in the areas of complex shapes. The book
presents only a part of them.

Of course, the implementation of such an approach makes it no longer possible to
obtain both complete and orthogonal system of functions at the boundary. However, the
completeness of the system is preserved and provides assurance that reliable quantitative
estimates of field characteristics can be obtained. In order to obtain such characteristics
we need to solve infinite systems of algebraic equations. Using modern computers pro-
vides a possibility to get the shape quantitative estimates of wave fields by solving some
finite systems without much difficulty.

The range of problems considered under this approach is rather broad, due to the pos-
sibility to construct general solutions in the domains whose boundaries are approximated
by the parts of coordinate surfaces of different coordinate systems. The entire region of
the existence of the field is divided into subdomains, in each of which the general solu-
tion of the boundary problem is built. The actual realization of this possibility has led to
the need to substantially generalise approaches to the formulation of the boundary and
conjugation conditions at the border of the subdomains.

Finally, in anticipation of the main content, you can go back to the epigraph. To en-
joy the use of the equations the reader wants to see an interesting physical result flowing
from the analysis of its solutions. When setting each problem, discussed in the book, the
authors understand that “It is important to realize that the mathematical solution of a set
of equations is not the answer to a physical problem” (Philip M. Morse). The physical
analysis of the solutions is the focus of the book. These solutions are analyzed quantita-
tively in wide range of the basic parameters. The results are presented in a manner that
ensures an understanding of the calculation data.

The results presented in this book were accumulated over many years, and the ac-
cumulation process was stimulated by a variety of practical needs. Collaboration with
colleagues and students was crucial for the authors. We are grateful to all of them.


